















Objective: To reveal characteristics and perception of near-miss errors and its reporting system of 







「Survey on Perception and System of Near-miss Errors of 
Working Student of a Two-Year Correspondence Course」
Junko NAKANO1), Toshiko YAGYU1), Kunihiko TAKAMATSU2),















































Methods: A questionnaire survey was conducted in 2013 on 188 first-year working students in a 
correspondence course. Main question items were consisted of the background information, experience, 
perception, and the system of reporting near-miss errors. Significant events were asked in the form of 
an open question.
Results: The response rate was 52%. Around 70% of the hospitals had less than 200 beds. There was an 
increase of the near-miss errors of burns, violence, aspirations, bathing, leaving hospitals, and 
observation on patient care. Also, increased cases at injection, medication, and falls were observed in 
open questions. Ninety percent of the facilities had a system of reporting near-miss cases but 30% of 
nurses were passive about the reporting.
Conclusion: Features of near-miss errors at targeted hospitals were revealed as there were increased 
cases at patient care, and items related to doctors, patients or their families. Although most facilities 
have the system of incident report, analysis of the perception on near-miss errors and actual 
implementation of the system is further needed. 
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? ????? 353 3.2 42 6.4
? ?????????????????????? 205 1.8 20 3
? ????? 58 0.5 15 2.3
? ???????? 244 2.2 31 4.7
? ???????????????????? 180 1.6 25 3.8
? ???????? 33 0.3 5 0.8
? ????? 219 2 21 3.2
? ???????????????? 320 2.9 40 6.1
10 ??????????? 126 1.1 31 4.7
???????






12 ??????IVH?? 3496 31.4 63 9.6
13 ?? 156 1.4 7 1.1
14 ???????? 112 1 5 0.8




16 ?????????????????? 700 6.3 27 4.1
17 ????????????? 62 0.6 12 1.8
18 ???????????????? 260 2.3 19 2.9
19 ???????? 241 2.2 10 1.5
20 ???????? 59 0.5 0 0
21 ??????????????????? 52 0.5 6 0.9
????
22 ???????????????? 203 1.8
3.5?
19 2.9
11.5?23 ?????????????????? 62 0.6 24 3.7
24 ?????????????????? 119 1.1 33 5
???25 ?????????????? 105 0.9
4.0?
18 2.7
7.0?26 ?????????? 0 0 25 3.8
27 ??? 350 3.1 2 0.3
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